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The Pike: Ships In The Night

The playfully evil sisters, Zoey and Eve, play matchmaker from their bakery, The Pike, in Pike Place
Market in Seattle.Ligaya is a quantum physicist working in a research lab at the University of
Washington. She is seduced by the numbers and math with a drive that excludes everything in her
life including social interactions.Emotions have always been hard for her to understand or express.
When she meets an ex firefighter, Allison, she finds herself fighting to understand all the new
feelings rising inside.Allison has a primal drive to help and protect people and Ligayaâ€™s
innocence is like a drug to her.With the the non-subtle meddling from the women at the Pike, Ligaya
and Allison find themselves pulled inexorably to each other.(The Pike series is set in the same world
as Music of the Soul and London Harmony, and can be read as a standalone book.)
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Finally it's out! I have been waiting for this book to come out for weeks! an it was definitely worth the
wait. As a Filipina I loved that Erik Schubach included a character like Ligaya. She was adorable,

and a super genius, I'm just really happy that I get to see a Filipino character in one of his books,
when I read it I cried a little, seeing some of my culture and language incorporated into a book so
well written. This seems to be the opening book for his next series, with of course the meddling red
headed sisters Zoey and Eve. I loved reading this, the writing is becoming more polished and I don't
remember seeing typos. Here we see a hurt/comfort story, but it's not the main focus. the main
focus is having two people almost opposite each other (one is an adorable super genius nerd. and
the other a brave heroic fire fighter) see how much they like spending time together and with Allison
helping Ligaya learn social interaction, while she herself gets it with her. an amazing story to read. I
recommend it to everyone who's looking. to give this book a shot. you won't regret it.Here a joke for
you: where does bad light end up?In a prism

I love these stories. The twists & quirks that make up the memorable characters, the love, the joy
and even the pain. Allie and Liya are absolutely fantastic people and their interactions are both
funny and sad. Both of them are suffering, yet both of them have so much to give the other.Liya is
the intellectual, one of those people so wrapped in their own little worlds they don't know how to
interact with the rest of the world.Allie is tightly coiled in her own pain, both literal and mental.Both
are so alone yet afraid to reach out. A chance meeting, and a little help from Zoey & Eve, and these
two people find themselves opening up and drawing together even if neither one really knows
why.Their interactions and the shy and gentle by-play make this a fascinating and wonderful story
with lots of laughter and love and even a few tears.

This is such a fun, sweet romance. The characters & the blooming of their love were handled so
well. Primary & secondary characters are complex. The framing device of the sisters in the bakery
was cute...the premise of meddling sisters hooking up their customers is a clever plot device for a
series. The perspective narrating each chapter changes, but it's pretty easy to keep track of who is
in charge.It's a "clean" romance--a lesbian romance I would think would be suitable for the YA
crowd as there isn't any sex, and Allie & Liya are respectful, and have a great innocent chemistry.

Thank you Erik once again, this was such a fun and wonderful story. The characters were adorable
and their quirkiness was such a joy. You constantly have us fall in love with your characters who
although have some type of impediment are far from flawed. Liya and Allie are a great addition to
the wonderful women of MOTS, LH and Flotilla. Liya's brilliant mind and innocence was so
refreshing and her interactions with Allie kept a smile on my face. Eve and Zoey are a hoot. Thank

you for the laughter, really needed that.

So so good to catch up with Zoey & Eve. I love the way I get to catch up on the lives of wonderful
characters for past books. My only issue is that I am now compelled to reread all of the books again.
Such a burden but I will endure... LOL! Great Job once again. Love your work.

I do not like that the weird books always have a start in tese books. It is like the author is filling inm.
Maybe instead thete could be longer books associated with mos books and some well weotten
intimacy scenes added

I have never found one of her books that let me done. I have read a few more than once and wait
patiently for her next one. Yes they stand alone but they're so interesting you just have to read them
all. I recommend to all to do just that

This book is an absolute joy, even if it does have some things that are a bit harder for the non
geniuses to understand. Not everyone can grasp the concept of quantum physics, or physics in
general.I loved the style of switching point of views, gives you an insight to both characters that you
normally miss when written in a single view point.Overall this book is fantastic. I can't wait for the
other books in the series! Kudos Mr. Author sir, for another fine job indeed! :)
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